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[1] The dependence of the northern winter aurora on interplanetary parameters is examined
for images obtained from the Polar spacecraft Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) during the month of
January 1997. Linear correlation analysis is used to relate auroral brightness to
interplanetary parameters as a function of magnetic latitude (MLAT) and magnetic local
time (MLT). Spatial maps of maximum magnitude correlation coefficient and optimal lag
times are presented. In addition, theMethod of Natural Orthogonal Components (MNOC) is
applied to UVI images and an orthogonal set of eigenmodes of auroral behavior is produced.
The dominant eigenmodes are determined to be (1) the main auroral oval brightness, (2)
polar cap contraction/expansion, (3) dawn/dusk aurora, and (4) midnight sector brightening/
quenching. The temporal coefficients for the various eigenmodes are correlated separately
with solar wind parameters and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) components. The
dominant influence of the negative Bz component is confirmed, but the timescale of its
influence is found to vary widely. The MNOC procedure allows some of the more subtle
relationships between the aurora and the interplanetary parameters to be isolated,
particularly those associated with the solar wind density and IMF Bx and By. INDEX TERMS:
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1. Introduction

[2] The interplanetary medium is an important source of
mass and energy for the magnetosphere and has a direct
influence on the generation of auroral precipitation at high
latitudes. The solar wind–magnetosphere interaction is
thought to be a combination of magnetic reconnection and
viscous interactions at the magnetopause boundary. Mag-
netic reconnection is the dominant coupling mechanism
when the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) is directed
southward. Viscous interactions include the Kelvin–Helm-
holtz instability during high solar wind velocity and impul-
sive plasma penetrations during sudden changes in dynamic
pressure. The net power transferred to the magnetosphere
from the interplanetary medium is generally thought to be of
the order of 106 MW, of which, viscous interactions
probably account for perhaps 10–20% [e.g., Reiff and
Luhmann, 1986; Papitashvili et al., 1994]. It is thus natural
to correlate magnetospheric behavior with conditions meas-
ured in the solar wind and IMF. A number of solar wind–
magnetosphere coupling functions have been postulated for
the dependence of energy input to the magnetosphere on
interplanetary parameters [e.g., Rostoker et al., 1972; Mae-

zawa, 1979; Murayama, 1982; Baker, 1986; Liou et al.,
1998].
[3] Much has been learned over the years by relating

steady and transient features of the global aurora with
ionospheric convection, field aligned currents, particle pre-
cipitation and IMF orientation [e.g., Murphree and Elphin-
stone, 1987; Jankowska et al., 1990; Murphree et al., 1989;
Zanetti et al., 1990; Elphinstone et al., 1990; Elphinstone
and Hearn, 1993; Vo and Murphree, 1995; Sitar et al.,
1998]. Lassen and Danielson [1978] used all-sky camera
images to show that during southward IMF the occurrence
rate of auroral oval arcs is higher and the size of the auroral
oval is expanded. Meng [1979] observed that the auroral
oval contracts during northward IMF and that the By

component has some control over the dawn–dusk asym-
metry of this contraction: for positive (negative) By the
contraction occurs in the evening (morning) sector and the
center of the northern polar cap is displaced dawnward
(duskward). The By component has also been observed to
control dawn–dusk asymmetries in ionospheric convection
and the behavior of auroral arcs during northward IMF
[Cowley, 1981a; Murphree et al., 1982]. Likewise, it has
been suggested that the Bx component might be responsible
for similar asymmetries and interhemispherical effects
[Cowley, 1981b; Crooker et al., 1985].
[4] Satellite-borne auroral imagers provide a unique

global perspective with which to examine the aurora. They
provide good resolution within a single data set, allowing
easy separation of temporal and spatial features. Recent
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studies have used auroral images from the Polar spacecraft
Ultraviolet Imager (UVI) to investigate the IMF dependence
of the aurora. Global auroral power during summer months
has been found to be larger by 15–20% for By < 0 than for
By > 0 [Liou et al., 1998]. This effect has been attributed to
a partial penetration of the IMF By into the near-Earth
plasma sheet giving rise to interhemispheric currents and
an associated Northern Hemisphere aurora [Lui, 1984; Wing
et al., 1995]. Shue et al. [2001] produced average patterns
of UVI-measured aurora binned by IMF clock angle and
season and showed that the afternoon auroral bright spot
during large northward IMF or small Bz is more distinct
from the nightside aurora for By < 0 than for By > 0.
[5] The Method of Natural Orthogonal Components

(MNOC) is a statistical technique that calculates a ‘‘natural’’
set of orthogonal basis eigenvectors (or eigenmodes) for a
data set [Kendall and Stuart, 1976]. The MNOC procedure
uses the data to produce the basis, in contrast with spherical
harmonic or Fourier methods that use predetermined basis
vectors. The MNOC procedure solves an eigenvalue prob-
lem to determine the basis vectors from an autocorrelation
matrix of the data. Previous geophysical applications of the
MNOC technique include the separation of the geomagnetic
field into long and short wavelength components [Frynberg,
1975; Pushkov et al., 1976; Rotanova et al., 1982], and the
development of an improved method for calculation of
magnetic K indices [Golovkov et al., 1978; Papitashvili et
al., 1992]. More recently, Sun et al. [1998] applied the
MNOC procedure to ionospheric equivalent current distri-
butions determined from magnetogram inversion. They
found that the first two eigenmodes, on average, accounted
for 83% of the total current over a 3 day period and each
could be identified respectively with the driven and unload-
ing components of ionospheric activity.
[6] In this paper, two statistical methods are used to

investigate the influence that interplanetary parameters have
on the global auroral distribution measured by UVI. First,
linear correlation analysis is used to relate auroral brightness
with interplanetary parameters as a function of magnetic
latitude (MLAT) and magnetic local time (MLT). Spatial
maps of maximum magnitude correlation coefficient and
optimal lag times are presented and discussed (section 4).
Second, the MNOC procedure is applied to UVI images to
determine the dominant eigenmodes of auroral activity
(section 5). It is demonstrated that the first few eigenmodes
can be interpreted in terms of common auroral processes
and morphologies. Detailed analysis of the temporal coef-
ficients for each eigenmode gives an indication of the
timescales on which the aurora changes in response to
forcing by the solar wind and IMF. The paper concludes
with a discussion of the results in section 6 and a summary
in section 7.

2. Data Preparation

[7] In this section, the various data sets are described.
These include auroral images obtained from the Polar
spacecraft UVI and measurements of interplanetary param-
eters obtained by instrumentation aboard the Wind space-
craft located in the interplanetary medium. The method for
propagating the interplanetary parameters to the Earth is
also described.

2.1. Polar UVI

[8] The UVI aboard the Polar spacecraft is a reflective
CCD camera that produces images of the aurora in the far
ultraviolet (130–190 nm) region of the electromagnetic
spectrum [see Torr et al., 1995 for details]. The system is
mounted on a single axis despun platform that provides
inertial viewing for extended periods of time. The instru-
ment images onto an intensified CCD detector array com-
prising 228 by 200 pixels. The angular resolution (0.036�)
translates to a spatial resolution of 40 km when viewed from
apogee. A filter wheel selects from five available filters: OI
1304, OI 1356, N2 LBHs, N2 LBHl, and long wavelength
scattered sunlight.
[9] All UVI images used in this paper were taken using

the LBHl (140–160 nm) filter and have an integration time
of 37 s. The auroral luminosity observed with the LBHl
filter is directly proportional to the energy flux of precip-
itating electrons [Germany et al., 1997]. An emission
altitude of 120 km has been assumed when performing
coordinate transformations. The images were taken during
winter so removal of day glow was not necessary. However,
they have been flat field corrected and had a uniform
background removed. The images have also been partially
corrected for the Polar spacecraft platform wobble. The
orientation of the wobble during the period of study was
aligned approximately parallel to the noon–midnight meri-
dian. At its worst, the platform wobble could be responsible
for errors as large as 2.5� of MLAT if not removed. The
dewobble algorithm works by searching for pairs of pixels
along the wobble direction that are of comparable bright-
ness and separated by a distance equal to the known
amplitude of the wobble. Such pixels are convolved
together at their midpoint.

2.2. Wind Magnetic Fields Investigation (MFI) and
Solar Wind Experiment (SWE)

[10] Measurements of the solar wind plasma and IMF
used in this paper were obtained by the SWE and MFI
aboard the Wind spacecraft. MFI consists of two triaxial
fluxgate magnetometers mounted on a 12 m deployable
boom [Lepping et al., 1995]. SWE is a six axis ion-electron
spectrometer that provides three-dimensional velocity dis-
tribution functions for solar wind ions and electrons [Ogil-
vie et al., 1995]. MFI and SWE data have been despiked
and propagated to the magnetosphere using ballistic prop-
agation. The instantaneous X-distance and solar wind speed
for each data record were used to calculate a transit time to
the bow shock. An additional 10 min was added to account
for propagation through the magnetosheath and into the
inner magnetosphere. All data records were shifted by this
variable transit time, averaged, and then gridded at a
resolution of 1 min. A running average filter with a window
of 15 min has been used to remove spikes and high
frequency variations.

3. Study Period: January 1997

[11] The data set of UVI images spans the full month of
January 1997 and comprises 10,576 images taken with the
LBHl filter and having an integration time of 37s. All UVI
images have been transformed into Apex magnetic coor-
dinates [Richmond, 1995] and averaged onto a spatial grid
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measuring 1 hour MLT by 1� MLAT. Figure 1 shows the
spatial coverage of UVI images on this grid during the
entire month. The gray-scale contouring shows the number
of UVI images that contributed to each bin on the MLT–
MLAT spatial grid. Magnetic noon is directed toward the
top. A lowest latitude of 60� was selected to bin the data.
This was chosen somewhat arbitrarily but also guided by
the fact that the MNOC results in section 5 suggest that this
is a natural boundary for normal auroral activity.
[12] Figure 2 shows MFI measurements of the IMF Bx,

By, and Bz components and SWE measurements of the solar
wind speed and density during January 1997 (upper five
plots). A prominent feature is the magnetic cloud event of
10 and 11 January [see Spann et al., 1998]. More generally,
it can be seen that there is a significant range of values for
the solar wind and IMF parameters during the course of the
month. A 1 min proxy AE index is also provided second
from the bottom. It should be noted that this is not the
official AE index provided through the World Data Center
(WDC). It has been calculated using the same methodology
used to generate the WDC AE index but used data from all
available magnetometers at auroral latitudes (in this case
57), rather than just the 10–13 official AE stations. The
bottom plot shows the maximum auroral photon flux
(photons/cm2/s) obtained from the binned UVI images.
The cadence of this time series is approximately 3–5 min
when UVI imaging is available in the Northern Hemisphere,
depending on the instantaneous UVI filter cycle. This
quantity is well correlated with the AE index when the
spatial coverage of UVI covers the nightside (C = 0.81).
This is to be expected because both quantities are measures
of the maximum geophysical disturbance measured over the
polar region.
[13] It is possible that the interplanetary parameters may

have intercorrelations that might affect the interpretation of
later results. It is therefore useful to examine the intercorre-
lations first and this is done in Table 1. The upper triangle is
for Bz < 0, the lower triangle for Bz > 0. In general, the
interplanetary parameters were more strongly correlated
during northward IMF than they were during southward
IMF. Also noteworthy is the fact that the dynamic pressure,
P, has a higher correlation with the solar wind density, N,
than it has with the speed, Vx. It should be emphasized that
the relationships exhibited in Table 1 apply for the limited
period during January 1997 and do not necessarily reflect
the general properties of the interplanetary medium.x

4. Linear Correlation Analysis

[14] In this section, time-lagged correlation analysis is
used to determine the spatial regions in which the aurora
shows a linear correlation with the IMF and solar wind, and
the relevant timescales over which the correlations apply.
The interplanetary data were restricted to isolate average
behavior from some of the more extreme conditions
exhibited during January 1997. In particular, intervals for
which IMF Bz and/or total IMF magnitude were greater than
8 nT were excluded. In addition, the solar wind velocity and
density were respectively restricted to be in the ranges 300–
600 km/s and 5–12 particles/cm3. These restrictions are
shown in Table 2. The general approach is to correlate
interplanetary parameters with UVI auroral brightness at

each point on the MLAT–MLT grid using a variable time
lag up to a maximum of 3 hours. The maximum magnitude
correlation (positive or negative) and corresponding optimal
lag time are then contoured as a function of MLAT and
MLT.
[15] These correlation results can be used to make infer-

ences about the physical mechanisms responsible for gen-
eration of the aurora. The assumption is made that each
correlation can be related to an important solar wind–
magnetosphere coupling process that energizes magneto-
spheric plasma and produces auroral precipitation. Three
factors are important when interpreting the correlation
results in this way: (1) the MLAT–MLT location, (2) the
optimal timescale, and (3) the interplanetary parameter
under consideration. The MLAT–MLT location of the
correlation gives an indication of the magnetospheric source
region of the precipitation and provides clues about the
nature of the energization mechanism. For example, mid-
night sector aurora is generally produced by precipitation
from the midtail energized by magnetic reconnection, while
dusk or dawn sector aurora is more likely associated with
interactions at the flanks of the magnetosphere and may be
viscous in nature. The timescale of the correlation indicates
whether the energy associated with a particular interplan-
etary influence is released to the ionosphere relatively
quickly (directly driven activity), or is instead stored for
some intermediate period of time for later release (loading–
unloading activity). Ordinarily, one might expect viscous
interactions to operate on short timescales and magnetic
reconnection to operate over longer loading–unloading
timescales.

4.1. Results

[16] Figures 3 and 4 show correlation maps during south-
ward and northward IMF respectively. In each figure, the
first and third columns show the maximum magnitude
correlation coefficient, while the third and fourth columns
show the appropriate timescales for these correlations. Each

Figure 1. Spatial coverage of UVI images during January
1997. The plot is rendered in Apex MLAT–MLT
coordinates down to a lowest latitude of 60� with magnetic
noon toward the top.
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contour plot is rendered in the same Apex MLAT–MLT
coordinates used in Figure 1 and the lowest latitude shown
is 60�. The color bars on the left and right respectively
represent the maximum magnitude correlation coefficient
(blue-red) and corresponding optimal lag time (red-black).
Regions of positive (negative) correlation are colored red
(blue); short (long) timescales are colored red-pink (blue-

black). Each pair of contour maps are labeled with the
appropriate interplanetary parameter under consideration.
On the left (first two columns) are IMF Bz , solar wind N, Vx,
and P. On the right are positive and negative values of IMF
Bx and By. For consistency it is the strength of the IMF
component, whether positive or negative, that has been
correlated against UVI brightness. It should be noted that

Figure 2. Interplanetary and magnetospheric parameters during January 1997. From top to bottom: (a)
IMF Bx, (b) IMF By, (c) IMF Bz, (d) solar wind density, (e) solar wind speed, (f ) AE index, and (g) UVI
maximum binned photon flux (photons/cm2/s).
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the time lag maps have been median filtered with a width of
3 grid cells. This was done because the time dependence of
the correlations were very weak in some cases, making the
identification of a precise optimal time lag difficult, and
producing noisy patterns. The aim of this analysis is to
extract macroscopic features from the maps and so it was
decided to median filter the time lag maps. This was not
necessary for the correlation maps.
4.1.1. Southward IMF
[17] Figure 3 clearly identifies the spatial regions in

which the aurora has a strong linear relationship with the
interplanetary parameters during southward IMF. Most
notably, negative Bz is highly correlated with auroral
brightness throughout most of the auroral oval region on
timescales from 50 to 150 min. The longest timescale
correlations are associated with the low and high latitude
portions of the nightside auroral oval where the aurora
becomes active during substorms. The weakest correlations
are found in the premidnight region, presumably because of
the episodic auroral activity that occurs in this sector during
substorms. It is particularly interesting to note that the
dayside auroral zone shows a negative correlation with
negative Bz on short timescales. This can be attributed to a
fading of aurora at the latitude of the quiet time dayside
auroral oval when magnetic reconnection at the magneto-
pause produces an expansion of the auroral oval to lower
latitudes.
[18] Figure 3 also shows some interesting asymmetries in

the response of the aurora to positive and negative values of
the IMF Bx and By components during southward IMF.
Generally, auroral brightness has a much stronger correla-
tion with negative Bx and By than it does with positive Bx

and By. In some regions, the correlations with positive Bx

and By are actually negative. The strongest correlations with
negative By are found in the early morning sector where
auroral activity is less affected by substorms. On the day-
side, there are negative correlations with IMF By, similar to
that found for negative Bz , which are probably associated
once again with motion of the dayside auroral oval. The
negative correlation is higher and more widespread for
positive By than for negative By. This is consistent with
the study of Shue et al. [2001], who found that the afternoon
sector auroral oval shifts to higher latitudes for By > 0 under
southward IMF conditions. Likewise, the asymmetric
dependence on IMF Bx can be explained by a favorable
antiparallel reconnection geometry at the Northern Hemi-
sphere magnetopause during negative Bx driving a stronger
aurora, in accordance with the study of Cowley [1981b].
[19] Turning now to the solar wind parameters in Figure

3, it can be seen that the strongest and most widespread
correlations are associated with Vx. The timescales of these

correlations are 0–60 min in the main auroral zone and
much longer at high latitudes. The wide variety of time-
scales indicates that Vx may be important in the generation
of both directly driven and loading–unloading auroral
activity. This result is not unexpected because the solar
wind velocity is known to control both the strength of the
viscous drag on the magnetosphere by the solar wind, as
well as the rate at which magnetic flux can be transported to
the subsolar point for reconnection with the geomagnetic
field. By contrast, the dependence of the aurora on the
dynamic pressure is generally weaker than for Vx and acts
over much longer timescales, particularly in the morning
sector. This suggests that the dynamic pressure is generally
less important than Vx in solar wind–magnetosphere cou-
pling. The correlation with the density N is generally
negative and acts over short to moderate timescales where
negative, and very long timescales where positive. It should
be cautioned that the dependence on N is probably con-
taminated by the strong negative intercorrelation between N
and Vx during the study interval (see Table 1).
4.1.2. Northward IMF
[20] The correlation results in Figure 4 during northward

IMF are generally stronger on the dayside than on the
nightside. A sharp decline in the influence of the Bz

component when the IMF turns northward is particularly
evident. There is essentially no correlation between positive
Bz and the brightness in the main auroral zone. Instead,
there is a relatively high correlation in two localized
regions located in the dawn and dusk sectors centered at
80�–85� latitude. These correlations are on short timescales
and are probably associated with polar cap arc activity.
Also of interest is the fact that the dynamic pressure shows
moderate correlation on short timescales across the dayside
from dawn to dusk, but is anticorrelated with the aurora in
the midnight region. The relative influence of the solar
wind velocity also seems to be greater during northward
IMF, particularly on the dawn side, and the optimal time-
scale of the correlations tend to be shorter. All of these
observations are consistent with a decrease in unloading
auroral activity from the magnetotail and a relative increase
in directly driven viscous activity at the magnetopause
during northward IMF.

5. Method of Natural Orthogonal Components

[21] In this section, the MNOC is described and applied
to UVI images during January 1997. The description of the
procedure is reproduced from the study of Sun et al. [1998].
The interested reader is encouraged to refer to the text by
Kendall and Stuart [1976] for a more detailed treatment.

5.1. Procedure

[22] We suppose that a data set, Ei,j, is a function of time ti
(i = 1, 2, . . .m) and location rj ( j = 1, 2, . . .n). We seek an
expansion of the data in terms of a set of orthogonal
eigenmodes Xj

k, and their corresponding temporal coeffi-

Table 1. Linear Correlation Coefficients for Solar Wind and IMF

Parametersa

Bx By Bz Vx N P

Bx �0.19 0.08 �0.10 �0.01 �0.10
By �0.38 0.05 0.03 0.10 0.10
Bz �0.09 �0.01 �0.01 �0.16 �0.22
Vx �0.20 0.06 �0.04 �0.59 �0.02
N 0.00 �0.08 0.41 �0.40 0.76
P �0.07 �0.11 0.46 0.01 0.88

aUpper (lower) triangle is for southward (northward) IMF.

Table 2. Restrictions Applied to the Interplanetary Data

jBj (nT) jBzj (nT) Vx (km/s) N (/cm3)

Min 0 0 300 5
Max 8 8 600 12
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Figure 3. Contours of maximum magnitude correlation (columns 1 and 3; left color scale) and optimal
lag time (columns 2 and 4; right color scale) between interplanetary parameters and UVI-measured aurora
during southward IMF. Representation is in Apex MLAT–MLT coordinates down to a lowest latitude of
60� with magnetic noon at the top. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.

Figure 4. Contours of maximum magnitude correlation and optimal lag time between interplanetary
parameters and UVI-measured aurora during northward IMF (in same format as Figure 3). See color
version of this figure at back of this issue.
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cients Ti
k, for orders k = 1, 2, . . .h � n. Such an expansion

can be represented as,

Ei;j ¼
Xh
k¼1

Tk
i X

k
j ð1Þ

where the indices i, j, and k, respectively, represent time,
space, and order of the eigenmode expansion. The
orthogonality condition is given by,

Xn
j¼1

X l
j X

p
j ¼ 0 l 6¼ p: ð2Þ

[23] To solve for the eigenmodes Xj
k and the temporal

coefficients Ti
k it is necessary to minimize the following

quantity with respect to Xj
k and Ti

k:

dn ¼
Xm
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

Eij �
Xh
k¼1

Tk
i T

k
j

" #2

: ð3Þ

This yields the following equation for the temporal
coefficients:

Tk
i ¼

Pn
j¼1 EijX

k
jPn

j¼1 X k
j

� �2
ð4Þ

and the accompanying condition

Xn
p¼1

X k
p

Xm
i¼1

EilEip ¼ X k
l

Xm
i¼1

Tk
i

� �2 Xn
p¼1

X k
p

� �2

: ð5Þ

In order to find solutions for (4) and (5) it is first useful to
define the following quantities:

Alp ¼
1

m

Xm
i¼1

EilEip ð6Þ

lk ¼
1

m

Xm
i¼1

Tk
i

� �2 Xn
p¼1

X k
p

� �2

ð7Þ

and

Xk ¼ X k
1 ;X

k
2 ;X

k
3 ; . . . . . . ;X

k
n

� �T ð8Þ

where 1
m

is an introduced normalization factor; Alp is a
covariant relationship between the grid points l and p; and
lk is an eigenvalue. Equation (5) can now be expressed in
matrix form as,

AXk ¼ lkX
k ð9Þ

and is soluble as a standard eigenvalue problem. The natural
orthogonal basis then comprises the full set of eigenmodesXk

and (4) can be used to calculate the temporal coefficients Ti
k.

5.2. Data Set: UVI Images

[24] The UVI data set comprises 10,576 images at a
spatial resolution of 1 hour MLT by 1� MLAT down to a
lowest latitude of 60�. Using the terminology introduced
above, the number of spatial grid points is n = 31 � 24 =

744 and the number of time steps is m = 10,576. The
variable spatial coverage introduces a complication when
applying the MNOC procedure to UVI images. This is not a
problem in the calculation of the correlation matrix, A,
because missing data can simply be ignored at this step.
However, the calculation of the temporal coefficients, Ti

k,
requires missing auroral brightness to be estimated in some
manner. This has been accomplished by using average
images organized by AE index, IMF, and solar wind. A
cumulative point-to-point deviation across the UVI field of
view is used to select the appropriate average image that
best matches the current auroral conditions. The average
image is then used to estimate the auroral brightness outside
the UVI field of view and produce a complete image.

5.3. Results

[25] The MNOC procedure outlined in section 5.1 is now
applied to the data set of UVI images during January 1997.
The resulting eigenmodes and eigenvalues are discussed in
section 5.3.1 and the temporal coefficients are discussed in
sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
5.3.1. Eigenvalues and Eigenmodes
[26] Figure 5 plots the UVI eigenvalues, lk, for orders

k = 0–20. The leading eigenvalue, l0 = 10,729.3, clearly
dominates over higher orders. The next 3 eigenvalues are
1325.8, 845.6, and 507.9. Figure 6 displays the first nine
eigenmodes in Apex MLT–MLAT coordinates contoured
according to the normalized color scale at the right. Regions
in which the eigenmodes are colored red (blue) represent a
brightening (quenching) of auroral activity in that particular
location. Some of the lower-order eigenmodes can be
interpreted in terms of well understood auroral phenomen-
ologies. Most notably, k = 0 can be associated with the
brightness of the main auroral oval, as might be expected
from the dominant eigenmode. Likewise, some of the higher
orders can be interpreted in terms of secondary auroral
processes. For example, k = 1 shows characteristics of a
poleward contraction of the auroral oval, perhaps during
northward IMF or substorm expansion and recovery, while
k = 2 is suggestive of the dawn–dusk asymmetry in the
auroral oval produced by preferential pitch angle scattering
of eastward drifting electrons in the dawn sector. Some of the
other eigenmodes can be interpreted in similar ways and this
will become clearer when the temporal coefficients for the
eigenmodes are correlated against interplanetary parameters
in section 5.3.3.
[27] Such associations between eigenmodes and auroral

phenomenologies are obviously useful because they allow
for the possibility of separating out particular auroral modes
for detailed study. However, care should be taken when
interpreting the eigenmodes in this way because some
auroral behaviors may be represented by combinations of
eigenmodes that by themselves are not phenomenologically
significant. Indeed, with increasing order the eigenmodes
become increasingly localized in character and less easy to
interpret physically. With these caveats in mind, it is there-
fore worthwhile to check the robustness of the eigenmodes
to changes in the data. This was done by repeating the
eigenmode calculation using only even days during January
1997. The result (not shown) was that the first four
eigenmodes were remarkably robust to changes in the data
but higher orders were not. For k = 4 and k = 5 the
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eigenmodes retained the majority of their character, partic-
ularly on the dayside, but showed minor morphological
changes on the nightside and a mixing of features between
these two orders. The higher orders (k > 5) showed major
changes suggesting that they probably represent less sig-
nificant geophysical influences or statistical noise.
[28] Another useful test is to separate the data according

to magnetospheric activity. Figure 7 shows the results when
the eigenmode analysis was applied using only UVI images
taken when the proxy AE index was less than 200 nT. The
k = 0 eigenmode in Figure 7 shows an auroral oval that is
thinner, contracted poleward, and relatively brighter on the
dayside and at the flanks, particularly in the dawn sector.
More generally, there is some mixing of features between
orders when one compares Figures 6 and 7. For example,
k = 4 in Figure 7 has characteristics that are a mixture of
k = 3 and k = 4 in Figure 6. However, the most significant
difference between the two figures is a new day–night

asymmetry eigenmode (k = 1) in Figure 7 that does not
exist in Figure 6. This is the dominant secondary auroral
process during weak geomagnetic activity and is probably
associated with dayside auroral brightenings associated
with viscous coupling during northward IMF, as well as
nightside pseudo-onset activity during the substorm growth
phase. In the analysis that follows, it is the eigenmodes of
Figure 6 that are used, rather than those of Figure 7.
5.3.2. Temporal Coefficients
[29] Having determined the complete set of auroral

eigenmodes in the previous section, the UVI image sequence
for the entire month of January 1997 can now be expressed
in terms of the temporal coefficients, Ti

k, using (4). In
particular, one can monitor the time series of temporal
coefficients during active periods in an effort to better
understand the physical meaning of the auroral eigenmodes.
An example is shown in Figure 8 during the passage of an
interplanetary shock past the magnetosphere early on 10

Figure 5. First 20 MNOC eigenvalues for UVI images during January 1997.
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January 1997 (see the study of Spann et al. [1998] for more
detail of this event). The parameters are presented in a stack
plot format with a common horizontal universal time (UT)
axis. The upper plot (a) shows the maximum auroral bright-
ness measured by UVI along a magnetic meridian as a
function of UT (horizontal axis) and Apex MLT (vertical
axis). Auroral photon flux in units of photons/cm2/s is
represented according to the gray scale at the right. White
pixels are low intensity data rather than missing data. A
vertical cut through this plot at a particular UT time yields
information from a single UVI image. This format provides a
concise means of displaying an extended UVI image
sequence. The lower plots are (from top to bottom): MNOC
temporal coefficients for the first six orders (b)–(g), solar
wind density (h), solar wind bulk speed (i), and IMF Bz

component ( j). The interplanetary parameters have been
shifted by a transit time of 14 min from the GSM location
of the Wind satellite (85, �55, �23) RE to the ionosphere.
This transit time was determined by keying the impulsive
increase in auroral activity (0005 UT) to the discontinuity in
the solar wind density (2351 UT).
[30] The bottom three plots (h)–( j) in Figure 8 show the

solar wind N, Vx, and IMF Bz during the event interval.
Starting at just after 0100 UT there was a sudden increase in
all 3 parameters signifying the arrival of the interplanetary
shock at the magnetopause. The uppermost plot (a) shows
that the initial auroral response to the shock was a bright-
ening of the auroral oval on the dayside that propagated to
the nightside through dawn and dusk (note the characteristic
butterfly wing shape). The response of the first 6 eigenmode

Figure 6. First 9 orthonormal MNOC eigenmodes for UVI images rendered in Apex MLAT–MLT
coordinates. Regions of auroral enhancement (quenching) are colored red (blue) according to the
normalized color scale at right. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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temporal coefficients during this interaction can be exam-
ined in detail in (b)–(g). For example, it can be seen that all
but one of the temporal coefficients initially increased
during the magnetospheric compression, as might be
expected. Only the T 3 coefficient decreased. Figure 6 shows
that the k = 3 eigenmode has the form of an auroral
enhancement at midnight. A relative decrease in T 3 is thus
consistent with the midnight auroral gap shown in Figure 8a
that existed immediately following the shock impact.
[31] After the initial shock encounter the IMF remained

northward for approximately 70 min. Auroral activity during
this period was characterized by intense polar cap arcs [see
Spann et al., 1998] as well as sporadic midnight sector
auroral activations that can be seen in Figure 8a. At approx-
imately 0215 UT, the IMF turned southward producing a
quick decline in polar cap arc activity and the initiation of a

substorm growth phase. Figure 8a shows that the main
auroral onset was at approximately 0340 UT and was
preceded by an interval of increased dawnside auroral
activity. In this analysis we are less interested in identifying
the trigger for the expansion phase, than we are in under-
standing the behavior of the eigenmodes immediately before
and after the onset. Examination of the T 1 and T 5 time series
shows that both coefficients decreased gradually during the
hour preceding onset. Negative trends in the influence of
both these eigenmodes is consistent with auroral behavior
expected during the substorm growth phase. Namely, an
expansion of the polar cap area (k = 1) and a simultaneous
thinning of the auroral oval (k = 5), respectively.
[32] A particularly interesting distinction between the

temporal coefficients is their behavior during the onset of
the expansion phase at 0340 UT. T 2 and T 5 are the only

Figure 7. First 9 orthonormal MNOC eigenmodes for UVI images taken during periods for which
AE < 200 nT (in same format as Figure 6). See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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coefficients that do not have substantial discontinuous
changes at the time of onset. This suggests that these two
eigenmodes are dominated by directly driven auroral activ-
ity while the other components include significant unload-

ing characteristics. The unloading character of T 3 is
particularly pronounced and is perhaps to be expected
because the k = 3 eigenmode has the form of a midnight
sector auroral brightening. One of the advantages of the

 

Figure 8. UVI and interplanetary parameters during interplanetary shock on 10 January 1997.
Horizontal axis is UT. Panels from top to bottom: (a) maximum UVI meridional auroral brightness versus
MLT, (b)–(g) MNOC temporal coefficients T 0–T 5, (h) solar wind N, (i) Vx, and ( j) IMF Bz.
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MNOC technique is that it allows directly driven and
loading–unloading components of auroral activity to be
investigated separately.
5.3.3. Correlation With Interplanetary Parameters
[33] In this section, the first 6 eigenmode temporal

coefficients are correlated with interplanetary parameters
for southward and northward IMF throughout January 1997.
To minimize errors from estimating missing data from
binned images only UVI images that have greater than
87% coverage of the area bounded by the 60� MLAT are
included in this analysis. This subset amounts to a total of
3251 images. UVI images with this amount of spatial
coverage tend to be missing information only on the dayside

at latitudes below the auroral zone (see Figure 1). Estima-
tion of the aurora in this region with average images is not
expected to greatly affect the calculation of the temporal
coefficients because they are macroscopic quantities. In
addition, the restrictions on the interplanetary parameters
displayed in Table 2 are also applied here. All correlation
results were tested for robustness by varying the values of
the parameters in Table 2 and by arbitrarily removing large
sections of the data. This was found to produce minimal
changes to the form of the results.
[34] Figures 9 and 10 display the correlation of the

MNOC temporal coefficients Ti
k with interplanetary param-

eters during southward and northward IMF respectively.

Figure 9. Correlation of MNOC temporal coefficients (vertical axis) against interplanetary parameters
during southward IMF with a variable time lag (horizontal axis). Positive (negative) correlations are
colored red (blue) according to the scale at right. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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The parameters from top to bottom are solar wind N, Vx, and
dynamic pressure, positive and negative values of IMF Bx

and By , and IMF Bz. The vertical axis measures MNOC
order, while the horizontal axis measures lag between the
time series of the relevant interplanetary parameter and the
aurora in minutes. The linear correlation coefficient is
represented according to the color scale at the right. Positive
correlations are yellow-red, negative correlations are green-
blue. Any correlations with magnitudes less than 0.35 have
been set to zero to highlight the stronger correlations. Small
vertical bars identify the lag times at which the magnitude
of the correlations are a maximum for each order.
5.3.3.1. Southward IMF
[35] The dominant correlation in Figure 9 is that between

negative IMF Bz and T 0 with an optimal lag time of 90 min

(bottom panel). However, the time dependence of this
correlation is very weak, suggesting that the negative Bz

influence operates over a wide variety of timescales.
Negative Bz also has short timescale anticorrelations with
T 2 and T 4. Figure 6 shows that these eigenmodes have
auroral features at dawn (k = 2) and on the dayside (k = 4)
respectively, where viscous interactions might be expected
to be important. Short timescale anticorrelations with these
two eigenmodes can thus be interpreted as a relative
decrease in the influence of viscous interactions when the
IMF turns southward. Also noteworthy is an anticorrelation
with T 5 on a timescale of 50 min. This is consistent with a
thinning of the auroral oval during the substorm growth
phase, as was seen in Figure 8. By contrast, the dependence
of the auroral eigenmodes on other interplanetary parame-

Figure 10. Correlation of MNOC temporal coefficients against interplanetary parameters during
northward IMF (in same format as Figure 9). See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
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ters during southward IMF is much weaker. The asymme-
try between positive and negative values of Bx and By

identified in Figures 3 and 4 is not readily apparent in
Figure 9. Negative By has an anticorrelation with T 2

(dawn–dusk asymmetry) at a time lag of 0–45 min,
suggesting that it is associated with a skewing of the
auroral oval toward the premidnight sector. The combined
correlations with negative Bx suggest that it has some
influence over the aurora on short and long timescales that
may be consistent with preferential antiparallel merging in
the Northern Hemisphere.
[36] The upper three panels in Figure 9 show the influ-

ence of the solar wind N, Vx, and P during southward IMF.
The strongest correlations are with P at very long time-
scales. The similarities between the P and N panels show
that the dependence on P is dominated by the influence of N
rather than Vx. These long timescale correlations are
undoubtedly connected with substorm phenomena and
suggest that the solar wind density plays a prominent role
in preparing the magnetosphere for substorm expansion,
possibly by providing a source population for the inner
plasma sheet and/or the necessary lobe pressure to initiate
reconnection in the plasma sheet. In addition, both N and Vx

show significant correlations on shorter timescales. Vx is
correlated with T 0 over 0–60 min, suggesting that auroral
activity in the main auroral oval is in part directly driven by
the solar wind electric field or the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability. Short timescale correlations between N and
higher-order eigenmodes (T 1, T 2, and T 5) are consistent
with an expanded polar cap, a thinned auroral oval, and an
increase in dawnside aurora during periods of high solar
wind density.
5.3.3.2. Northward IMF
[37] The correlation results in Figure 10 show a much

richer dependence of auroral behavior on interplanetary
parameters during northward IMF. The dominant influence
of the Bz component over the k = 0 eigenmode vanishes and
positive Bz is instead correlated with a collection of higher-
order eigenmodes (particularly k = 4) that interpreted
together are consistent with a weak contracted auroral oval,
much like k = 0 in Figure 7. The Bx and By components
(particularly negative values) have a much greater influence
over the shape of the auroral distribution during northward
IMF. The weak time dependence of these correlations are
reminiscent of the Bz dependence over k = 0 in Figure 9.
These results suggests that magnetic reconnection does not

cease when the IMF turns northward, but is reduced
significantly and becomes more dependent on the detailed
Bx/By geometry.
[38] One is also struck by the increased influence of the

solar wind plasma parameters when the IMF turns north-
ward (upper three panels), particularly at short timescales.
This is consistent with a relative increase in the significance
of viscous interactions during northward IMF. However,
there still remain significant correlations at long timescales,
suggesting that N and Vx maintain some control over auroral
activity on substorm timescales. Of particular interest is a
dramatic increase in the influence of the solar wind velocity
at long timescales. This can be interpreted in terms of high
latitude reconnection. When the reconnection site moves
away from the subsolar stagnation region the reconnection
rate becomes more dependent on Vx because it controls the
rate at which magnetic flux can be transported to the
reconnection site.

6. Discussion

[39] An understanding of the influences that the solar
wind and IMF have over the aurora is complicated by a
mixture of directly driven and magnetotail unloading pro-
cesses that operate over variable temporal and spatial scales.
Dayside auroral transients are driven by interplanetary
influences on timescales of a few minutes [e.g., Sitar et
al., 1998], whereas the integrated nightside auroral power
responds to a southward turning of the IMF on a timescale
of 	60 min [Liou et al., 1998]. This paper has examined
how the aurora responds to the solar wind and IMF
throughout the entire polar region as a function of space
and time. Two techniques have been used: a traditional
time-lagged linear correlation analysis (section 4) and the
MNOC procedure (section 5). Table 3 summarizes the most
prominent MNOC correlation results for southward IMF
and provides phenomenological interpretations for the first
six eigenmodes. Table 4 summarizes the MNOC correlation
results for northward IMF.
[40] Gussenhoven [1988] described magnetospheric

activity in terms of three basic states parameterized by

Table 3. Correlation of MNOC Eigenmodes With Interplanetary

Parameters for Southward IMF

Order Parameter C T (min) Auroral Processes

k = 0 By+ �0.49 105 Main auroral oval
Bz� 0.78 90
N 0.46 145

k = 1 N �0.48 90 Auroral bulge
k = 2 Bx� 0.51 150 Dawn/dusk aurora

By� �0.51 40
N 0.51 180

k = 3 – – – Auroral bulge
– – – Midnight gap

k = 4 Bz� �0.53 15 Nightside aurora
k = 5 Bz� �0.75 55 Oval thinning

N �0.60 110 Double oval

Table 4. Correlation of MNOC Eigenmodes With Interplanetary

Parameters for Northward IMF

Order Parameter C T (min)

k = 0 Bx� 0.67 60
By� 0.73 165
Vx 0.74 45

k = 1 Bx� 0.63 75
By� 0.80 140
By+ 0.57 95
N �0.54 135
Vx 0.62 135

k = 2 Bx� 0.72 45
By� 0.62 35
N 0.55 180

k = 3 Bx� 0.50 155
k = 4 Bx� 0.63 65

By� 0.68 170
Bz+ 0.67 80

k = 5 Bx� 0.62 25
By� 0.51 30
By+ 0.70 135
N �0.75 140
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IMF Bz: the active auroral state (Bz negative), the active
polar cap state (Bz positive), and the quiet state (Bz zero).
The results presented here confirm the dominant influence
of the IMF Bz component over a wide range of time-
scales. Negative Bz has a strong linear correlation with the
main auroral oval brightness that maximizes at an optimal
time lag of 90 min. However, this correlation has a very
weak time dependence, probably due to the loading–
unloading nature of substorm phenomena. This result
suggests that there is a highly variable timescale for the
substorm dynamic cycle extending well beyond 2–3
hours in some cases. When the IMF remains southward
for an extended period of time the auroral distribution
becomes dominated by the primary auroral eigenmode and
resembles a steady magnetospheric convection event.
However, this rarely happens. Changes in the Bz compo-
nent and the influence of other interplanetary parameters
introduce higher-order modes of auroral activity that are
generally ubiquitous and add character and subtlety to the
auroral distribution.
[41] As noted in the introduction, a number of recent

studies have utilized UVI auroral images to identify an IMF
By asymmetry in the Northern Hemisphere aurora [Liou et
al., 1998; Shue et al., 2001]. The correlation maps presented
here confirm that the aurora does indeed have a higher
correlation with negative By than it does with positive By .
The MNOC results confirmed this during northward IMF
but not southward IMF. It has also been suggested that the
Bx component might be responsible for interhemispheric
asymmetries in magnetopause reconnection and an associ-
ated Northern Hemisphere auroral bias during negative Bx

[Cowley, 1981b; Crooker et al., 1985]. The results of this
paper confirm that the northern auroral distribution does
indeed have a higher correlation with negative Bx than it
does with positive Bx, consistent with the recent findings of
Shue et al. [2002].
[42] Liou et al. [1998] found that the solar wind density

did not show a consistent linear correlation with the
integrated nightside auroral power in UVI images. The
correlation maps for N in Figures 3 and 4 are consistent
with this picture. However, the MNOC results in Figures 9
and 10 showed that N is actually well correlated with many
eigenmodes of auroral activity. Furthermore, the wide
variety of timescales for these correlations suggest that N
plays a role in the generation of both directly driven and
loading–unloading auroral activity. A directly driven influ-
ence can be understood in terms of pressure-induced vis-
cous interactions at the magnetopause that influence the
higher-order eigenmodes, particularly during northward
IMF. An influence over loading–unloading activity can
perhaps be explained in terms of N acting as a source
population for the inner plasma sheet on a timescale of 2–3
hours. These findings highlight an important advantage of
using the MNOC procedure. Namely, it allows subtle
relationships between the aurora and interplanetary param-
eters to be isolated from the dominant influence of the IMF
Bz component.
[43] Some experimentation was done to test how robust

the correlation results in sections 4.1 and 5.3.3 were to
restricting the UVI databased on the AE index. In both
cases, the results (not shown) were essentially unchanged
during northward IMF, but there were some changes to the

magnitudes of the correlation coefficients and the optimal
lag times during southward IMF. The differences were
more dramatic for the correlation maps in section 4.1 than
they were for the MNOC results in section 5.3.3. This is
because the methodology used in section 4.1 is far too
simplistic. The MNOC analysis is able to distinguish a
number of overlapping modes of auroral activity that can
operate on multiple timescales at a single location in space.
The correlation maps tend to mix these influences together.
Another advantage of the MNOC analysis is that it con-
denses the global UVI auroral information into a handful of
macroscopic measures of auroral activity that can be
manipulated and displayed economically, as was done in
Figure 8.
[44] However, there is still some ambiguity associated

with the fact that the auroral oval contracts and expands in
response to geomagnetic conditions. For this reason, it is
perhaps not entirely appropriate to perform the MNOC
analysis on a static spatial grid. The relative substorm
morphology of Gjerloev and Hoffman [2000a, 2000b]
provides one possibility for improvement in this regard. In
those studies, DE-1 auroral images were organized with
respect to key features of the generic bulge-type auroral
substorm developed by Fuji et al. [1994]. Six different local
time sectors with characteristic substorm emission signa-
tures were used to order the data. A similar approach could
be used in conjunction with the MNOC procedure. The
auroral information could first be transformed to the relative
substorm reference frame before application of the MNOC
technique. Such a transformation might be expected to
improve the separation of eigenmodes and the fidelity of
the correlation results.
[45] The computational cost of the MNOC procedure in

itself is slight. The production of eigenmodes was done
using the Linear Algebra PACKage (LAPACK) software in
Fortran77. The run time on a Linux configured DELL
dimension PC with a Pentium III processor was on the
order of 30–40 min. The bulk of the computational effort
was spent preparing the UVI data for input to the MNOC
procedure: processing the raw data and converting it to the
MLAT–MLT grid. Further work using the MNOC proce-
dure will involve additional event analysis, such as that
done in section 5.3.2, and will extend the MNOC statistical
analysis presented here to other seasons. The MNOC
analysis would also be ideal for a detailed analysis of the
relative merits of the various solar wind–magnetosphere
coupling functions that have been postulated over the
years.
[46] Finally, some specific comment is required regarding

the correlations that maximize at long lag times in Figures 9
and 10. The maximum lag time was set somewhat arbitra-
rily to 180 min in order to highlight the behavior of the
eigenmodes at low lags. There are substantial correlations
that operate on timescales well in excess of this limit,
particularly with the higher-order eigenmodes. It is difficult
to determine whether these correlations are associated with
real physical auroral processes, or rather represent a unique
decomposition of the UVI images that should not be
interpreted in terms of the individual eigenmodes. However,
the fact that most of these correlations are with eigenmodes
that include substantial dayside auroral activity is perhaps
not coincidental. One possibility is that the long-term
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correlations represent a coupling of the partial ring current
to the dayside auroral ionosphere during magnetic storms. If
this is the case, then the MNOC analysis might provide a
useful framework with which to analyze the relationship
between storms and substorms. Detailed event analysis
would be required to resolve this question unambiguously,
and is beyond the scope of this paper. Such a study will be
another focus for future work.

7. Summary

[47] The influence of interplanetary parameters on the
global auroral distribution measured by UVI images has
been investigated using two methods. First, a traditional
time-lagged linear correlation analysis as a function of
MLAT and MLT has been used to produce spatial maps
of maximum magnitude correlation coefficient and optimal
lag times. Second, the MNOC has produced a set of
orthogonal eigenmodes of auroral activity. The dominant
eigenmodes have been interpreted in terms of common
auroral phenomenologies: (1) the main auroral oval bright-
ness, (2) polar cap contraction/expansion, (3) dawn/dusk
aurora, and (4) midnight sector brightening/quenching. An
important advantage of the eigenmode analysis is that it
allows some of the more subtle relationships with the solar
wind and IMF to be isolated from the dominant influence of
the IMF Bz component. It also provides an economical
framework with which to analyze extended time series of
auroral image information.
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Figure 3. Contours of maximum magnitude correlation (columns 1 and 3; left color scale) and optimal
lag time (columns 2 and 4; right color scale) between interplanetary parameters and UVI-measured aurora
during southward IMF. Representation is in Apex MLAT–MLT coordinates down to a lowest latitude of
60� with magnetic noon at the top.

Figure 4. Contours of maximum magnitude correlation and optimal lag time between interplanetary
parameters and UVI-measured aurora during northward IMF (in same format as Figure 3).
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Figure 6. First 9 orthonormal MNOC eigenmodes for UVI images rendered in Apex MLAT–MLT
coordinates. Regions of auroral enhancement (quenching) are colored red (blue) according to the
normalized color scale at right.
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Figure 7. First 9 orthonormal MNOC eigenmodes for UVI images taken during periods for which AE <
200 nT (in same format as Figure 6).
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Figure 9. Correlation of MNOC temporal coefficients (vertical axis) against interplanetary parameters
during southward IMF with a variable time lag (horizontal axis). Positive (negative) correlations are
colored red (blue) according to the scale at right.
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Figure 10. Correlation of MNOC temporal coefficients against interplanetary parameters during
northward IMF (in same format as Figure 9).
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